A medical chit-chat is perhaps as pleasing a title under which to address a special public as any other, for it gives the writer an almost infinite field to travel over ; he is sure never to exhaust his materials, he can, according to circumstances, and to the interest of the question in hand, either enter into the very heart of it, or skirt it, dwell upon one part and pass lightly over another, without disappointing his readers ; but this very latitude has also its reverse side, for it is difficult to be instructive without assuming the severe and, at times, dry manner of the scientific writer, and it is necessary to say a gocd deal in a few words, so as to sum up concisely the tendencies, r,s well as the movement and progress, of medical science. To do this, it is necessary to make good selections from periodical literature ; and this is a difficulty?a real difficulty. It is necessary to keep one's personal bias well in hand, and to judge calmly, and without any pre-determination, the questions one approaches; these conditions are not so easy as they appear to be, but it is only by bearing them well in mind that these letters will have any real interest for the reader.
These are the principles which I lay down for my guidance, and it is by a careful observance of them that I hope to merit t-he good-will and attention of those who will do me the honor of reading my chit-chat.
The subjects 1 shall discuss to-day, though they are not absolutely those of the present hour, occupied the medical world of Paris this winter, and can hardly be considered as set aside vet, to 
